The **GENEROSITY FACTOR** is the average percentage of the income that the members of a given church or field have given as their PROMISE (regular and systematic offering).

**CALCULATING THE GENEROSITY FACTOR**

1. Choose a region (Church, Mission, Conference or Field) and the period to be measured.

2. Multiply the TOTAL TITHE (A) of this period by 10. The result will be the TOTAL ASSUMED INCOME (B).

3. Divide the TOTAL OFFERINGS (C) (All Categories) by (B) TOTAL ASSUMED INCOME (See Above).

4. Multiply the RESULT (D) above by 100 to get the percentage.

5. The final result is the GENEROSITY FACTOR (GF).

**EQUATION**

\[
(A) \quad \frac{(C)}{(B)} \times 10 = (B) \\
(D) \quad \frac{(C)}{(B)} \times 100 = GF \quad \%
\]

To learn more about ways to improve the GENEROSITY FACTOR in your region and make a PROMISE, please visit our website using the QR code below.